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Abstract
This paper describes an application of unfalsified control theory to the design of an adaptive controller for
a nonlinear robot manipulator.
A nonlinear
‘computed
torque’ control structure
is employed.
Four parameters
representing
unknown masses, inertias and other dynamical coefficients are adaptively
adjusted in real-time using an linear programming
technique to optimally satisfy
cent rol-law unfalsificat ion conditions.
Simulations
show
that the method yields significantly more precise and rapid
parameter
adjustments
than conventional
continuous paramet er update rules, especially when the manipulator
arm is subject to sudden random changes in mass or load
properties.
1.
Introduction
Unfalsified cent rol theory [9, 10, 1] is primarily
a
plant-represent
ation-free
approach
to controller identificat ion, t bough it can benefit from plant models if available.
Theoretically,
unfalsified cent rol theory provides
a precise char act erizat ion of the increment
in cent rolrelevant knowledge in each new measurement,
allowing
robust adaptive control of both linear and nonlinear systems. But design experience with the unfalsified control is
as yet very limited, and there is a need for design studies
both to illustrate the use of the theory and, more import antly: to more clearly identify implement at ion issues that
may prove to be of engineering importance.
Like the control-oriented
identification
methods
of
[4, 5,6, 8], unfalsified control involves the testing of classes
of candidate
models, performance
goals, and open-loop
measurement
data for mutual consistency.
Identification
is regarded as a winnowing process in which one discards
so-called ‘falsified’ models that fail this consist ency test.
The dist anguishing feature of unfalsified control is that the
‘models’ being tested are act ually models of cent rol laws
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and the performance
goals are closed-loop control performance criteria.
Safonov and Cabral [2] have shown that
even this distinct ion fades when cent rol-orient ed ident ification and unfalsified control are viewed from Willems’
[16] behavioral system perspective.
This paper takes a robot manipulator
as an example to demonstrate
how a p-ion” mathemat ical knowledge
(nonlinear plant models and uncertainty
bounds) can be
integrated
into the essentially empirical unfalsified control theory to form a procedure
that takes into consideration both prior and posterior information.
The paper
is organized as follows. Section 2. briefly reviews some
mathematical
results about robot manipulators
and their
cent rol. Section 3. summarizes
the key results of unfalsified control theory taken from [10]. Section 4. describes
how a priori mathematical
knowledge can be merged with
data in unfalsified control theory to design a robust adap
tive cent roller. Computer simulat ions are provided in Section 5.. Finally, discussion and conclusions
are in Section 6..
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1: A two-link

robot manipulator

with joint angles

and qz(t).

2.

Background:
Mathematical
Knowledge about Manipulators

The dynamics of an ideal rigid-link
be described by the following equation,
H(e,9)17+ C(6’,9,9)4+9(0,9)

manipulator
= ~.,

in which q is a real n-vector representing
angles of the n links of the manipulator

can
(1)

the rotational
arm; H (6, g) is
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the inertia matrix; C(O, g, 4)4 accounts for the joint friction, coupling Coriolis and centripet al forces; g(o, q) is the
torque caused bygravity;
andua isareal
n-vector whose
elements are joint torques consist ing of actuator outputs
and external disturbances.
Physical considerate ions ensure
that the H (6, q) is always a positive definite matrix.
Planar

Two-Link

rigid-body
sh;un

in

Manipulator
of the planar,

dynamics
Figure 1 can be written

H(e:q)
C(e:q:g)

=

HT(e, q) =

=

-hcjz
hq,

[

Example

HII
HZ 1

-h(gl

+

HIz
HZZ

o

1

u=

Here

=

@l + 20s cosqz + 2@4sin w

=

H21(.9) =

H,,(e)

=

!92

h(o)

=

03 sinqz –

e

=

[e,, ez: e3: e41T

parameters

parameters

with subscript

uiith subscript

e2 + e3co~q2 + b’4sinq2
84

1 are related

relations,
in Figure

to link 1 and

to the combination

the dynamic equa1, can be rewritten

in which d ~ [61, @2,6s,6’i]T and Y(. ) iS a 2 x 4 matriX
with elements
Yll = gl,

Y12 =92,

Y21 =0,

Y22

=gl+fjz

Y13 = (291 + 92) cosgz – (29291 + ~~) sinq2
Y14 = (291 + ~z)sinqz

of the dynamic
of a computed

A2d + H(o, q)i+

cent rol configuequation.
The foltorque control law

C(o,q,d)ti

+ g(6’,q#s)

g(fl, q)

(4)

C=

H(O? q)[; + 2Aj + A2Q]

(5)

i=

qd–q

(6)

ii + Y(q, q,g)e+

ua = Ga(s)u

of link 2 and end effecter; for example, 11 is the inertia of
link 1, ml is the mass of link 1, and lcl indicates location
of link 1 mass center, et cetera (cf. [1.3]). For simplicity,
we shall assume that the gratiity term is zero, corresponding to the case in which the manipulator
arm moues oniy
in the horizontal plane.
In view of the foregoing
t ion (1) for the manipulator
as

manipulator

Here gd is desired trajectory
and @is trackin
error. The
actual joint torque Ua is related to the contro f signal u by

cosqz

e are related

q)

where

where
H12(0)

torque

H(6, q)[; + 2Aj+
=

1

Hll(e)

2: Computed

with the nonlinearity
lowing is an example
(see Figure 2):

92)

9,i)i+9(i9.
A

Figure
ration.

[13] The

two-link
manipulator
in form of equation (1)

[

H(O, q)d+C(@,

I

+ (29241 + fj~)cosqz

Yz3 = 91 cos qz + g? sin qz
Yz4 = gl sinqz – g; cosqz.

Thus, the dynamical
equations
are seen to be linear in
the cent roller parameter
vector 6 for the above t we-link
example.
(Indeed, it can be shown that a similar linear
paramet erizat ion is possible for a general n-link manipulator [13].)
For manipulator
trajector
cent rol, the “computed
torque” control method (e.g. [7r ) is commonly used to deal
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where G=(s) represents uncertain act uat or dynamics and
d is an uncertain disturbance.
The real variable J >0 is a desi n parameter
which
determines the speed at which the t ract ing error converges
to zero. If there are no disturbances
(i.e., d(t) = 0), no
actuator dynamics (i.e., Ga (s) = 1). and no other modelin errors, then u = U. and the application of control law
(3f to the Idealized robotic manipulator
system described
by (1) gives
(7)
+ z~i(t) + ~2~(t)] = O.
Because
the inertia mat rix H (0, q) is strictly positive definite for all q, the above equality implies that tracking error
~ decreases to zero as fast as e-~t. If an external disturbance is introduced
(i.e., d(t) # O), then (7) becomes

H(0,9(0)[;(0

H(O$q(t)) [;(t) + 2A;(t) + Azi(t)] = –d(t).

(8)

The above implies that the robot manipulator
tracking
error will eventually fall into a region of size proportional
to the magnitude of d(t); and, the control law (3) is stabilizing. But this may be guaranteed
only for the idealized
sit uat ion in which the parameters
are exactly known, the
act uat ors have no dynamics, there is no friction, and the
links are completely rigid. Evidently, good performance
may still be possible when these idealized assumptions
do
not hold, at least for some values of the assumed paramet er vector O. Unfalsified cent rol theory provides a rapid
and precise means for determining
which, if any, of values
of 6 remain suitable for control of the actual non-idealized
physical system, based on a real-time analysis of evolving
real-time plant data.
Command
r(t)

Figure

control
u(t)

3: Feedback

control

output
Plant
PEP

system.

3.

Background:

Unfalsified

Control

The theory of unfalsified control is described in [10].
It is essentially an adaptive control theory that permits
learning by a process of elimination.
The theory concerns
the general feedback cent rol configurate ion in Figure 3. As
always in control theory, the goal is to determine a control law K for the plant P such that the closed-loop system
response, say T; satisfies certain given specifications. Unfalsified control theory is concerned with the case in which
the plant is either unknown or is only partially known and
one wishes to fully utilize information from measurements
in selecting the cent rol law K. In the theory of unfalsified control, learning takes place when new information in
measurement
data enables one to eliminate from consideration one or more candidate controllers.
The three elements that define the unfalsified control
problem are (1) plant measurement
data, (2) a class of
candidate controllers, and (3) a performance specification,

* where P7 is the familiar
output stability theory

say TSP,C, consisting of a set of admissible 3-tuples of signals (r, g, U). More precisely, we have the following.
Definition
[10] A controller
K is said to be falsified
by
measurement information if this information is suflcient
to deduce that the performance
specification (r, y, u) ~
T ,P,c Vr 6 7? would be violated if that controller were in
the feedback loop. Otherwise: the control law K is said to
❑
be unfalsified.

The main result of unfalsified cent rol t heory is t he following theorem which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for past open-loop plant data pda~a to falsify the
hypothesis that controller K can satisfy the performance
specification
T*PeC.
Unfalsified
Control
Theorem
[10] A contro~ law K is
unfalsijied by measurement information pd~ta if, and only
if for each triple (ro, YO,UO) E Pdata n K, there e~is~s at
~east one pair (iIo, yo) such that (ro, yo, ifo) E Pdata n K(l
❑

T spec.

The unfalsified cent rol theorem says simply that controller falsification can be tested by computing
an intersection of certain sets of signals.
It turns out that for
the robot manipulator
example considered in this paper,
this involves a linear programming
comput at ion, as the is
shown in the next section.
A noteworthy
feature of the
unfalsified control theory is that a controller need not be
Broad classes of cent rollers
in the loop to be falsified.
can be falsified with open-loop plant data or even data
acquired while other cent rollers were in the loop.
4.

To put plant models, data and controller models on an
equal foot ing with performance
specifications,
t hese like
~spec

are wwrded

as sets

that is, they are regarded
example, if P: Z4+~and
P

=

{

of 3-tUples of signals (r, V, U) —
as relations in 7? x ~ x U. For
K :72x Y+lJ
then

(r,y,u)ly=pu}
(r, y, u)

K=
{

u=K

[1}
r
Y

.

And, if J(r, y, u) is a given loss-function
that we wish to
be non-positive,
then the performance
specification
Tspec
would be simply the set
T

w.={

(r, Y,u)l

J(r, y,u)<O—

}.

(9)

On the other hand, experimental
information from a plant
corresponds to partial knowledge oft he plant P. Loosely,
data may be regarded as providing a sort of an “interpolat ion constraint”
on the graph of P — i.e., a ‘point’ or set
of ‘points’ through which the infinite-dimensional
graph
of dynamical operator P must pass.
Typically, the available measurement
information will
depend on the current time, say T. For example, if we have
complete data on (u, y) from time O up to time ~ >0, then
the measurement information is characterized
by the set
[10]
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t ime-t runcat ion operat or of input (cf. [11, 17]), viz.,

Unfalsified

Robot

Manipulator

Control
We now consider the two-link manipulator
t rajectory
control problem as an application
of unfalsified cent rol
theory. We shall demonstrate
how the a priori mathematical knowledge and the a posterior data can be combined
in the context of unfalsified control theory to produce a
robust adaptive controller.
In the unlikely event that the
manipulator
conforms exact ly to the theoretical
ideal so
that its dynamics are exactly described by (1) with known
parameters,
and joint torque is exactly as commanded
(i.e., joint actuator
transfer function G. (s) = 1), then
the application
of the control law (3) will yield satisfactory performance.
However a real physical manipulator
will have many other factors that cannot be characterized
by (1) such as link flexibility y and the effects of actuator
dynamics, saturation,
friction, mechanical
backlash and
so forth. A mathematical
model is never able to describe
every detail of a physical system, so there is always a gap
between the model and reality. Such a gap may sometimes
be fortuitously
bridged when the aforementioned
factors
are “negligible,” but unfalsified control theory provides a
more robust methodology
that ensures that this gap will
be overcome whenever possible. We shall show below how
the theory directly uses real-time data to quickly and accurat ely assess the appropriate eness of various cent rol laws
of the form (3) on a given physical manipulator.
Now, assume the scenario:

cl.

Prior Knowledge:
Our mathematical
knowledge
about manipulators
in general and prior observation
of our particular
manipulat or’s characteristics
have
caused us to believe that the use of a control law of
the general form (3) could result in the performance
described by (8), and that (1) and (2) should hold,

c2.

Parameter
Uncertainty:
Parameters
such as inertia, location of mass center and so forth cannot be
correct ly known in advance, due to possible changes
of operating conditions or load mass, or due to other
unknown causes.

C3.

Data
The actuator input commands
the manipulat or’s output angles (ql,
(h,

92),

accelerations

and

(UI, U2) and
92),

the manipulator
model influences the adaptation
process. In this example, the performance
goal is to make
ii (o, ~, ij, ~, ~) small. Not only does this ensure that the
control signal u will not be appreciably
larger than need
be, but it also ensures t hat the 8-dependent idealized rigidbody manipulator
model will be a reasonably good fit to
the observed data. The unfalsified control process simult aneously identifies both the plant model and the controller
when it identifies 8.
The followin
describes how the unfalsified controller
parameter
set ~ rt) can be obtained through set intersections. According to (13), a control law K6 with parameter
vector 8 results in the cent rol signal u given by the computed torque control law (3). Hence, the set Pdata fl K(O)
consists
of those points (r, y, u) satisfying for all t < ‘f

Whiti@

(]1, 92) are directly

mea-

surable.

=

~~(6’)(t)

~(t)

=

~,j.~a(t)
ttda~a(t)

7f(t)=

For this scenario, the unfalsified control method [10]
can be applied by taking the reference signal r, measurement signal y and cent rol input signal u to be
r=
‘Y =
u

=

where,
&(9d(e);

for

each

0,

~d(~)

is a solution

to

~da~a

=

!/data);‘iZ.;

qd

‘id(o) + z~id(e)

[91:q2!91,42,91,921T

= H(e, q)-l

(16)

+ Azdd(@)

(Ii + H(0,9)(2M

+ A29) – C(6:Q? 4)9 - 9(0>9)) .

[U*,lfz]~

and, at each time r, the measurement
Udata

=

P.u

ydata

=

Pry.

data is

Control
Law and Unfalsified
Controller
Parameter Set
Based on Condition Cl above, the set of admissible control laws and performance
specification
are
selected as follows:
K={

r(t)

K(0) lOCIRm

q,)

(11)

}

tf(t)) < OVt <7

} (12)

where

$_I(t)

=

(--)

S

{

0 I abs(fi(q(t),

fi(dt): fi(t):9(~)$o
Ke(r, y) ~ u(6’, q,g, g)

(13)

(17)

Q(t)

O<t<r

where

with K(o) = { (r, y, u) I u = Ke(r, y) }

T.pee(e) = { (r, y,ts) I .70(r(t),g(t),

Note that, given only the measured plant input-output
data and a parameter
vector 6, the right hand side of the
above can be determined.
For this “fict it iousv reference
signal id 0), the performance
of every cent rol law ~an be
examine c1 even if the data was not produced by this control law. According to the unfalsified cent rol theory, the
unfalsified controller parameter
set ~(r) at current-time
r can be expressed as a set intersection:

g(t), g(t), O)) <

~

d(t),

tl

~(9(t):4(t)?
9(t))@

E

@O

}(18)
(19)

where Y(q(t), g(t), J(t)) is defined in (2), the vector inequality
in (18) holds component-wise.
In (18), the set
(14)
Je(r(t), y(t), u(t)) ~ abs(ti) – ~
@o c Etm is an a priori estimate the range of controller
where, in (14), ~(-t) ~ O is a given t ime-funct ion and,
parameter vectors that are considered to be candidates for
in (13), u(8, q,i,l),
~(o,q,j,~,~)
and ~ are given by (3)achieving the performance
specification
TsP~c (0).
(6). In (12), Je(r(t), y(f), u(t)) S O means each entry of
Parameter
Update
Law
The goal ~s to compute
Jo(r(t), y(t), u(t)), a vector, is less than or equal to zero
at each time r a controller parameter vector O(r) such that
and abs([zl, . . . . 2“]=) denotes [1x11, ..., lz~l]~. Based on
~(t) E @(r) VT. The corresponding
controller Ke (r, y, u)
condition C3, the measured data udata, ydato consists of
past values of commanded joint control torques u and senmay then be )nserted
in the control loop. The strategy
sor out put signals g, g, g, respectively.
In this case, the
for choosing O(T) is as follows: The value of O(r) is held
measurement
information
set /’data 1s given in terms of
constant until such time as it is falsified by the newest
the data (u~a,a, y~a,a) by
data. That is, ~(r) remains constant as time ~ increases
Pdata S { (r,gu) 6U ~ ~ ~~ I p~~ = tida*a,P7v=?/d@a } (15) until such time as ~(~- ) @ f2(~), (Here r- denotes the
time just an instant prior to time T.) At the instant r
Let the not at ion 6)(T) denote the set of unfalsified values
when this occurs j(r-)
@ ~(~), and e(r) must switch to
0 at time T. Based on the unfalsified control theory, each
element O E ~(r) corresponds
to a control law K(6) given
a new value ~(~) E ~(r).
by (13).
An important
theoretical
point to note is that each
Notice that the specification
T,P,C (0) is d-dependent.
of the sets ~(r) defined in (18) is a convex polytope,
It is through this dependence
that prior knowledge of
bounded by the intersection of two pairs of hyperplanes in
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.
IR4. And, the intersection
of finit ely many convex polytopes is always a convex polytope too. The computation
of an element of a convex pol yt ope is, it turns out, a linear programming
problem for which there are many good
computational
algorithms.
Thus, the comput at ion of an
unfalsified ~(f) E @(t) at a switching time involves using
a linear programming
algorithm.
We have opted for a ~ parameter update law that produces new controller parameter
vector 8 that is ‘optimal’
in the sense that it as far as possible from the boundary
of the current unfalsified set ~(~); I.e.,
(20)

where de(r)

denotes

the boundary

of the set ~(~).

Specif-

ically, we compute ~ as the solution to the following linear
programming
problem (whose computational
complexity
proportional
to the number of past measurements
being
considered [15]):

so that the exact parameter

vector

M(t) = 300(1 – c0s27rt),

%i2(t) = 450(1 - c0s27rt)

(22)

–Y(9(t),9(t):
Y(g(t),

i(t))e

+ J(t) + JR(t)

20

g(t), ~(t))O – d(t) – JR(t) ~ O

(23)
(24)

where R(t) E IR2 is given by
R(t)

where Yi (.), (i = 1,2) denotes

i-th row of the matrix

(25)

Y(.)

defined by (2). Here the maximal J, say ~, is the radius of
the largest ball that fits inside the convex polytope ~(r)
and ~ is its center. That is, ~ is a point in ~(r) that is as
far as possible from de(r)
and ~ the dist ante of # from
de(r).
Besides the batch-t ype approach linear programming
(21), a recursive algorithm for (21) is also possible because
the unfalsified cent roller parameter
set ~(r) is the intersection of degenerate ellipsoids (regions between “parallel”
hyper planes), the recursive algorithm of minimal-volume
outer approximation
by Fogel and Huang [3] can be useful
for the calculation of the intersections.

5.

Corn

uter Simulation

Simulations are pe rFormed to demonstrate
the performance of the unfalsified cent rol met hod. The t we-link
manipulator
given in Example
is used in the simulations;
furthermore,
m order to test the robustness capability of
the uufalsified control method, first order transfer functions of different bandwidth
are used to simulate the act uator dynamics, viz.,
G.(s)

.

~
7s+1

where l/(27r~) is the actuator bandwidth in hertz; the values r = 0, r = l/(lOn)
and r = l/(407r were used in the
simulations and dwplayed in the plots. I n the simulation,
the following robot manipulator
parameters
are used
ml=l,

11=1,

+

A~

me=2,

Je =30°,

II = .12, lC1 = .5, I. = 0.25, 1., = 0.6
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.

(26)

where ~ is the estimated parameter vector of 0: .KD is posit ive definite, and A is a positive definite mat rlx. Similar
to (2), Y,[Ot satisfies
~(@,q)9r + C(o:9,i)4r

+9(0;9)

= Ys10t(9,4:dr,9r)@,

in which gr = gd + A~. The parameter

yl(9(~):9(~)$ 9(t))ll
[ llY2(9(t),4(t)? {(t))ll 1

2

of ac-

The external torque disturbance
act ing on the two joints
are sin 207rt and 2 sin 13n-t, respectively.
At time t = 0,
the system is initially at rest with joint angles ql (0) =
q2(0 = 0.4 rad.
i or comparison,
two cent rol met hods are examined.
One is the unfalsified control method.
The other is the
adaptive control method by Slotine et al. [12]. The Slotine
et al. controller is
u = Y~lOti + KG$

c$~o

(in the absence

tuator) is O* ~ 61,82,63, L94]T= [3.34, 0.97,1.0392, 0.61~.
The scenario oft L e simulation is that the end effecter mass
m, changes back and forth between 2 and 20 periodically
with period 0.5 see, so does its inertia 1~ between 0.25
and 2.5, so that the parameter
vector changes between
[3.34, 0.97,1.0392, 0.6]T and [30.07,9.7, 10.3923, d @odlcally with period 0.5 sec accordingly.
The ma mtudes
of parameter
vectors are unknown to the control fer. The
desired trajectory
used is

i = –rY,;Ot (i + Ad)

update

law for ~ is
(27)

in which r > 0. The parameters
used in the simulation
are KD = 10012, A = 2012, and r = diag([.03, .05,.1, .3]).
For the unfalsified cent rol method, C30 taken
as a solid
square box cent ering at origin with each edge of length
200. To avoid the complexity, the choice of @o does not
take into account the condition H(O, q) > Jr, vg, VO E @o,
as required by the theorems of [14]; simulation
results
show boundedness
of signal can still be obtained withbout this singularity
condition.
For simplicity, the comput ation delay time vi is taken as constant for all i with
vi = 10–3 sec [14]. The parameter
A used in the cent rol
law (3) is ~ = 20. The linear programming
parameter
update law (21) is used, in which constant d(t) = [2, 4]~
is the bound on the effect of external disturbance
in the
performance
specification
TsPec. In our simulation,
the
“correct” parameter
vector changes periodically
every O.5
seconds start ing at T = O and at these time the parameter update law (17) is reset by discarding previous data,
resetting the parameter
update clock time to ~ = O and
setting @(O) = @o.
In the simulation,
both control methods use B(O) =
[.5, .5,.5, .5]~ as initial guess for the parameter
estimate,
and the results are shown in Figure 5. Simulations
in
both cases were attempted
for each of the three values of
act uator time-constant
~ = 0, l/(407r), 1/( 10 T). However,
an unstable initially t ransient with Slotine et al.’s method
was too severe to permit the simulation
to be performed
with for actuator bandwidths
smaller than 10 hertz (i.e.,
r ~ 27r/10). Thus five time histories appear in each plot
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Figure 4: Comparison
of tracking errors ~ and control signals u indicates that the unfalsified controller produces a
qui cker. more precise response. wit bout increased cent rol effort (solid line: ideal act uat or. dashed line: 20 hz actuator
dynamics, dott~d line: 5 hz actuator dynamics).
in Figure 5, three for the unfalsified
the method of Slotine et al..

methods

and two for

The four plots on t he left of Figure 4 show the time histories for the joint angle tracking errors ~1 and ~2, respect ively. The smallest amplitude
error corresponds
to the
unfalsified control approach with infinite actuator bandwidth (r = O). Next amplitudes are the unfalsified-control
tracking errors for ~ = 1/ (40r) and ~ = 1/( 10m), respect ively Increasing amplitude
tracking-errors
are shown for
the Slotine et aL controller with T = O and T = l/(407r),
respectively.
Though not shown, other simulations that
we performed showed the tracking error with changes in
the manipulator end effecter mass to be also smaller with

shown in the four plots are for the unfalsified cent roller.
There is no perceptible
difference in unfalsified cent roller
response due to variations in the actuator time-constant;
the three values of r = 0, l/(40T) and l/(lOT) produce
time-histories
that coincide wit h the “square-wave”
plots
shown in the figure. The simulations
show that the Slotine et al. controller cannot accurately track the “correct”
parameters.
Attempts by us to improve this situation by
adjust ing Slot ine’s parameter
r proved unsuccessful.
Finally, the number of floating point operations (flops)

Also shown in Figure 4 are the actuator
torques required for both the unfalsified control (T = O, l/(407r)
and 1/( 10 T)) and the Slotine et al. cent roller (r = O,
1/ (40n) ). Surprisingly:
the three smaller amplitude actuat or signals shown correspond to the unfalsified cent roller,
even though these control signaIs also produce smaller the
tracking errors as shown in the right four plots in Figure
4. The plots show that the unfalsified controller is able to
achieve a more precise and “sure-footed”
control over the
arm’s response wit bout any appreciable increase in cent rol
energy.

required for each update of ~(r) by the unfalsified controller’s linear programming
routine (solved by using the
MATLAB Optimization
Toolbox function Ip. m) is plotted in Figure 6. The figure shows the times r at which
the controller gain ~(r) was falsified and the number of
flops (float ing point operations)
required to solve the linear program (21)–(24) in order to compute a new, as yet
unfalsified controller at each of these times. As the Figure shows, bet ween six and eighteen such falsifications
occurred in each O.5 second interval between cent roller
resets.
The average computational
load during the five
second simulation was about 0.8 kflops/msec.
Currently,
stat e-of-t he-art Pent ium-based computers
are capable of
about 60 kflops/msec.
Thus, t bough the computational
burden of our unfalsified cent roller may seem large, it is
well wit hin the capacity of standard microprocessors.

Figure 5 show the estimated
parameters
~i (t) (i =
1, . . . . 4). The two sluggishly smooth traces in each of
the four plots are for the Slotine et al. controller with
r = O and T = 1/ (407r). The crisp “square-wave” response

6.
Discussion
and
Conclusion
Using manipulator
trajectory
control as an example.
we have demonstrated
how prior knowledge and the poste-

our unfalsified

controller

than with the Slotine et al. con-

troller.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for unfalsified cent roller (thick solid line: ideal act uat or, thick dashed line: 20 hz actuator
and Slotine’s controller (thin solid line: ideal actuator,
thin
dynamics. thick dotted line: 5 hz actuator dynamics)
dished line: 20 hz actuator dynamics).
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times

rior data can be merged within the cent ext of unfalsified
cent rol theory to form a synthesis procedure for a nonlinear adaptive cent roller. Unfalsified control is used to
adapt ively adjust four parameters
of a ‘computed torque’
manipulator
arm cent roller. The parameters represent unknown dynamical coefficients of an ideal frictionless, rigidlink manipulator.
For non-ideal manipulators
whose dynamics are not necessarily well-approximated
by the ideal,
robust performance
is ensured by application of the unfalsified cent rol met hod which, using real time data, adjusts
the controller parameters
so as to ensure that ability of the
current controller
K(8(t)) to meet the performance
goal
that is unfalsified by the accumulated
past measurement
data.
Convergence
is assured provided only that there
exists a cent roller with the specified “comput cd-torque’;
structure which meets the performance
specification.
The
“gridding” of controller parameter
space which has been
typical of previous applications
of unfalsified control is
avoided by characterizing
the evolution of the optimal unfalsified parameter
vector ~(t) as the solution to a linear
program specified in terms of performance goals and evolving measurement
data.
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